
This new edition of Books from Holland and Flanders once again 

presents a selection of books recently published in the Netherlands and

Flanders, ten books that have been included for their artistic and 

commercial success. For his first novel, Nachtkwartier (Night Quarter,

1995) Tomas Lieske was immediately nominated for the Libris Literature

Prize, which he went on to win with Franklin, a sparkling, modern

picaresque novel. Jan van Aken’s De valse dageraad (The False Dawn) is

also a picaresque novel, but in this case set in the early Middle Ages. With

De Kameleon (The Chameleon) Paul Claes takes us back to the more

recent past: the eve of the French Revolution. Two Flemish authors return

to their youth. In Een lichtgevoelige jongen (A Sensitive Boy), Walter van

den Broeck describes the people from Olen, the village where he was born.

In Koloniale waren (Colonial Wares) Joseph Pearce sketches the life of a

boy on the brink of big changes in the Brussels suburbs. Over the past few

years, the poet, Robert Anker, has become a true novelist. In Een soort

Engeland (A Kind of England), Anker once again paints a lively portrait of

modern times. In Mensen met een hobby (People With a Hobby), Désanne

van Brederode presents a character who becomes increasingly fascinated

by a Norwegian philosopher. Philosophy also plays a major part in 

Oneetbaar brood (Inedible Bread), by debutante Floor Haakman. In Als op

de eerste dag (Like The First Day), Stefan Hertmans, goes in search of the

first-time sensation: first look, first love, first experience. The final book

featured in this edition is Oprechter trouw (True Fidelity), by Henk

Romijn Meijer, the detailed story of a tragicomic marriage.
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Joseph Pearce (b. 1951) debuted in 1999 with Land van belofte (The Promised

Land), a remarkable novel chronicling a search for unknown family members

spread round the world. Until his fourteenth birthday, Pearce was under the

impression that he was the son of a British soldier who had married a Flem-

ish girl in 1948. This was not exactly a lie, but neither was it the whole truth.

In 1938, at fifteen, his father had emigrated from Germany to England. Some family members

ended up in Palestine, China, Bolivia and Australia; others had been unable to escape from

Germany in time. Werner Peritz changed his name to Pearce, took British nationality and

started a new life. Twenty-five years after being stunned by the news of his origins, Joseph

Pearce decided to search for his roots and the descendants of his Jewish forefathers.

His second book, Koloniale waren (Colonial Wares), is further removed from autobiogra-

phy and is entirely different. It is set in the spring of 1964 in a suburb of Brussels, in the fam-

ily of a wholesale grocer. The main character is thirteen-year-old Mathieu, but he is sur-

rounded by a host of grandparents, uncles and aunts who together form a tight-knit clan.

Mathieu and his sister realise that they are not as well off as their friends Arnaud and Aline,

the children of a civil law notary, yet they do not go short. The multi-storey warehouse with

its enormous piles of stock is both a source of plenty and an adventure playground. Mathieu’s

mother is somewhat sickly. He, too, is sometimes ill and his schoolwork is suffering for some

uncountable reason. Nothing sensational, however, actually happens in the book. The climax

is the big family party and the days of preparation for the festive dinner to mark the occasion

of the fair and the annual market.

This is, in fact, a carefully composed family chronicle, with unusual attention to detail and

minor everyday events, giving an evocative picture of a middle-class family in the early 1960s,

a well-organised family business in the middle of the industrial expansion of a suburb, a life

with set habits in which nothing seems to change.

Nevertheless, minute changes occur that, although apparently leaving the daily flow of life

more or less unaffected, leave you with the feeling that everything evolves whether we like it

or not. After the independence of the Belgian Congo, the family feels it is in bad taste to con-

tinue talking about ‘colonial wares’ and has the sign changed to ‘wholesale grocers’. The

familial organisation also has to be adjusted after the death of an uncle. But far subtler are the

developments in Mathieu’s emotional life. A girl cousin stirs up unfamiliar feelings in him

and the relationship with both Aline and Arnaud makes him emotionally uncertain. Behind

the description of daily life, from which a highly recognisable and accurate portrait of an era

emerges, Joseph Pearce succeeds in making tangible a gamut of emotions in the life of a boy

in pleasantly secure circumstances for whom a number of great changes become apparent.

rights

J.M. Meulenhoff

P.O. Box 100

nl6-61000 ac2Amsterdam

tel. +631 206553635600

fax +631 206625685611

e-mail info@meulenhoff.nl

website http://www.meulenhoff.nl

The teacher, Joseph Pearce

(b. 1951, Flanders), debuted

in 1999 met Het land van

belofte (The Promised

Land). In this family chron-

icle, Pearce explains how 

someone with the name

Joseph Pearce is a Flemish,

not English, author.

You have to give it to 

Koloniale waren for style,

empathy and an 

unparalleled capacity for

observation

nrc handelsblad

The subtle narrative style of

Koloniale waren makes it,

first and foremost, a s

ensitive book, a wonderful

portrait of the restlessness of

a young adolescent.

de standaard

publishing details

Koloniale waren (2001)

174 pp. 2,000 copies sold

Sample translation available 

from the publisher

photo Han Koppers

JOSEPH PEARCE
Koloniale waren
Colonial Wares

A carefully composed family chronicle
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JAN VAN AKEN
De valse dageraad

The False Dawn

‘I’m older than I ever wanted to become’ is how Hroswith van

Wikala, globetrotter and scholar, begins his tale in the historical

novel, De Valse Dageraad (The False Dawn) by Jan van Aken. Just

before his death, in the year 1056, Hroswith, who is almost a hun-

dred, peels parchment off a Bible in order to set down his aston-

ishing life story. He tells how he was born in a village in the Low-

lands, as the son of a Danish king’s daughter and a famed swordsmith. From a tender age,

he was extraordinarily talented, blessed with an incredible memory and an apparently

effortless ability to learn foreign languages.

Driven from his village because of his inexplicable talents, Hroswith wanders through

Medieval Europe. He forges swords for the Norsemen, is sold as a slave and ends up in the

ship of the Arab merchant and arch-liar Abu al-Fath al-Iskandari, who takes him to Da-

mascus and Andalusia. When he returns home twenty years later, he catches the eye of the

two most important people of that time, the Pope and the Emperor. Once at the court of

the child emperor, Otto III, who travels between his residences in Cologne and Rome, he is

assigned the task of compiling a library from all extant ancient knowledge and literature.

De Valse Dageraad is an unadulterated picaresque novel, written in an infectious, ironic-

archaic style. The book is brimming with events, anachronistic jokes, primordial myths,

algebra, quotes in Gothic, Latin and Arabic and stories within stories. Jan van Aken has not

hesitated to combine historical facts regarding the court of Emperor Otto with elements

more usually found in fantasy novels. De Valse Dageraad6–6like Van Aken’s far more com-

pact debut, Het oog van de basilisk (The Eye of the Cockatrice)6–6draws inspiration from not

only the novels of Dutch great writers as Vestdijk and Couperus, but also the Asterix car-

toons and the science fiction of Jack Vance.

If Jan van Aken were to be compared with just one contemporary writer, then it would

have to be Umberto Eco. In Baudolino, Eco has a villain turning up in the Middle Ages

–6albeit two centuries later, at the court of Emperor Frederik Barbarossa6–6and he, too, fills

his books to bursting, as we all know, with references and pitfalls. Van Aken was aware of

the parallel with Eco and even presents his famous Italian colleague as a ‘corpulent Lango-

bard’ who steals Aristotle’s second Poetica6–6the book that plays such a central role in Eco’s

The Name of the Rose 6– from a monastery.

Passages such as these, full of humour and pace, are typical of Jan van Aken. In De Valse

Dageraad he proves himself a born storyteller, continually maintaining an infectious light-

heartedness in this fanciful, rich novel.

publishing details

De Valse Dageraad (2001)

535 pp. 7,000 copies sold

Sample translation available 

from the publisher

rights

Bert Bakker

P.O. Box 1662

nl6-61000 br2Amsterdam

tel. +631 206624619634

fax +631 206622654661

e-mail pbo@pbo.nl

website http://www.pbo.nl

Jan van Aken (b. 1961, The

Netherlands) published in the

literary magazines Optima and

Nieuw wereldtijdschrift but

had his real debut with the

historical novel, Het oog van

de basilisk (2000).

A picaresque novel, brimming with events, jokes, myths, algebra

and stories within stories

An elegant stylist, who lards

his vivid sentences and para-

graphs with super-cool

humour

nrc handelsblad

Van Aken brings the heyday

of the Middle Ages to life with

the vigour and almost visual

intensity of nature itself. (–)

Humour, style and pace are

the essential qualities of De

valse dageraad

nrc handelsblad

photo Klaas Koppe
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In 1994 Désanne van Brederode made a sensational debut with

the novel, Ave verum Corpus/Gegroet waarlijk lichaam (Behold

the True Body). In this Bildungsroman she described how a

philosophy student becomes a writer, thereby alienating her-

self from herself through her high ideals. In Mensen met 

een hobby Van Brederode presents a similar character, Lilly

Berkenbosch, who becomes increasingly fascinated by the

Norwegian philosopher, Thorwald Hammerson. The author

does, however, distance herself from her first book by putting

the ideas of her protagonist into perspective. Her lover, the

photographer Tom Groenendaal, tells her that her life is like a

‘bloody awful book by one of those women who have studied philosophy but

can’t get a single sentence down on paper.’ The author also puts the ironic expla-

nation of the title into his mouth. For him, people with a hobby are people who

think that life can be made to correspond to a sound theory. Lilly’s fascination

irritates him, although, ironically enough, it is he who aroused her interest in

Hammerson. Van Brederode strips the story of all gravity, telling it ironically.

Despite the humour, Lilly nevertheless runs away with the rather vague ideas of

the Norwegian philosopher, who bears some resemblance to Kierkegaard. Each

chapter starts with an extract from Hammerson’s work, which is subsequently

analysed, so that a picture gradually emerges of his views on ideology and actual-

ity, art and life. Van Brederode often present this in the form of a monologue

intérieur, in which Lilly’s associations, thoughts and feelings take form. She

attempts to live according to Hammerson’s ethics, which promote a pure exis-

tence, focused on the inner being, removed from life and preferably

celibate6–6ideas that gain a grip over Lilly partly because, after two miscarriages,

she feels unfit for motherhood. Nothing comes of her other dream, that of

becoming a writer, either. Just how far Van Brederode puts the philosophical pre-

tentions of her main character into perspective becomes clear at the end, where

the novel actually blows up bizarrely and excitingly. Lilly has been unintention-

ally deceived about Hammerson by her lover, Tom, who in turn, becomes

painfully aware of this.

publishing details

Mensen met een hobby (2001)

405 pp. 3,000 copies sold

Sample translation available 

from the Foundation

rights

Querido

Singel 262

nl6-61016 ac Amsterdam

tel. +631 206551612662

fax +631 206639619668

e-mail info@querido.nl

website http://www.querido.nl

The clever thing about Mensen met een

hobby is that Désanne van Brederode

succeeded in holding on to her pastiche

so long and so consistently.

hp6/6de tijd

A highly intriguing and clever book.

nrc handelsblad

The richest, most astute and amusing

Dutch novel I have read in years.

sd letteren

Highly intriguing and clever follow-up 

to sensational debut

Désanne van Brederode (b.1970) studied

philosophy. In 1994, she debuted with

the acclaimed novel, Ave verum corpus6/

Gegroet waarlijk lichaam (Behold the

True Body). Mensen met een hobby is her

second novel.

DÉSANNE VAN BREDERODE
Mensen met een hobby
People With a Hobby

photo Klaas Koppe
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TOMAS LI ESKE
Franklin
Franklin

After being nominated for the Libris Prize

for his first novel, Nachtkwartier (Night

Quarter, 1995), Lieske carried off the prize in

2001 with Franklin. The jury commended,

amongst other things, his enormously vivid

style. And not without cause; Franklin is a

sparkling, modern picaresque novel, full of

pace and surprising twists. The title refers to

the hero of the story, Franklin Lowendaal

–6an outcast who is rejected by his mother and virtually ignored by his father. 

As the genre demands, Franklin has to find his own way in life from childhood.

Boarding schools, children’s homes and later dreary rented rooms form the back-

drop of his world. Reality pleases him least of all. What actually keeps him going

is his fantastic imagination and irrepressible optimism, although his aversion to

reality also makes Franklin rude and aggressive. He is, nevertheless, above all a

sensitive charmer, who buys a rabbit for his childhood sweetheart, Michelle.

Later, she falls for him, although she has a lot on her plate with her eccentric

boyfriend: ‘Michelle was feeling desperate. She had put all she had into the fight.

The fight, first of all, to retain her own identity in the presence of that over-

whelming character. That, she considered normal. Recently, however, she had

been fighting to keep Franklin, too. On the surface, everything appeared to be

going well. The solitary individual had got himself a job, he’d cleaned up his

room, hardly drank and was paying off his debts.’ But just as things seem to be

going his way, he manoeuvres himself once again into an impossible position.

When Franklin sets fire to the restaurant run by his Uncle Charles and his com-

panion Niel, even the most fantastic excuses can no longer help him.

publishing details

Franklin (2001)

336 pp. 10,000 copies sold

Sample translation available 

from the Foundation

rights

Querido

Singel 262

nl6-61016 ac2Amsterdam

tel. +631 206551612662

fax +631 206639619668

e-mail info@querido.nl

website http://www.querido.nl

Tomas Lieske (b. 1943, The Netherlands)

debuted in 1987 as a poet and wrote, as

the editor of the literary magazine

Tirade, innumerable essays on poetry,

collected in Een hoofd in de toendra 

(A Head in the Tundra, 1989). He made

his prose debut in 1992 with the collected

stories, Oorlogstuinen (War Gardens), for

which he received the Geertjan Lubber-

huizen Prize in 1993. His first novel,

Nachtkwartier (Night Quarter, 1995), was

nominated in 1996 for the Libris Litera-

ture Prize, which he won in 2001 for

Franklin.

A sparkling, modern novel full of pace and twists

Franklin is the kind of book that is

impossible to retell; you just have to

experience it. And what an experience!

het parool

The end of the novel is a pièce de resis-

tance.  

trouw

The jury was extremely impressed by

Lieske’s literary daring, his stylistic

sparkle and his cheeky witticism.

jury report, libris literature

prize 2001

photo Loek Muntz
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PAUL CLAES
De Kameleon 

The Chameleon

In his fourth novel, De Kameleon (The Chameleon)

Paul Claes leads the reader through a lively yarn set on

the eve of the Age of Reason. For a joke, Charles Déon,

a young gentleman but with feminine traits, goes to a

masked ball dressed as a young lady and catches the

eye of the hostess. Later that evening, her husband, the

marquis, takes him aside. A game of shape shifting

and gender swapping ensues with entirely unforeseen consequences. Charles

joins the secret spy ring of Louis xv and is sent to Russia to lobby for the future

of Poland. Success after success quickly assures his career in the army and he is

promoted from spy and emissary to Royal Ambassador. In 1762, he is sent to Eng-

land to conduct peace negotiations. When he is passed over as a diplomat after

treacherous intervention by the King, however, his luck changes. Ironically

enough, he is only able to escape his doom by passing himself off once again as a

woman, this time for good.

Paul Claes presents this tale as an older Charles looks back on his life. At the

same time, the story has several layers. What started out as a prank and ends up

in daring disguise at a high diplomatic level is also Charles’ search for the real dif-

ferences between male and female identity, and for insight into the playful urge

towards renewed merging into, in the words of Plato, man as ‘a double whole, a

homogamous being’. This equally implies a confrontation with himself, symbol-

ised in mirror effects and telling contrasts. Entirely in the spirit of the time, he

therefore touches on the philosophy of Rousseau and Voltaire, for example, the

choice between nature and nurture. The French Revolution in 1789 puts all his

values and certainties, including those concerning his background, at risk.

Once again, Paul Claes has accomplished the astonishing task of capturing the

spirit of a major era in a book. He has woven a surprising and thrillingly adven-

turous life story from the customs, habits and political developments of the eigh-

teenth century and fashioned it in the literary style, using6–6with its complex

liaisons and intrigues6–6subject matter typical of the Renaissance in the run up to

the Age of Reason. De Kameleon, with its numerous connotations and references,

which are not at first sight obvious, is nevertheless clearly written as a sometimes

light-hearted, sometimes serious, but unmistakably contemporary novel.

publishing details

De Kameleon (2001)

240 pp. 4,000 copies sold

rights

De Bezige Bij

P.O. Box 75184

nl6-61070 ad Amsterdam

tel.+631 206305698610

fax +631 206305698624

e-mail info@debezigebij.nl

website http://www.debezigebij.nl

Claes plays a literary game of the first order

This is a literary game of the first order,

being so brilliantly played that it made

my head spin. Delightful.

trouw

other titles in translation

Jérome et Benjamin (Jeroom en Benza-

mien)

Bruxelles: Wellprint, 1966

De phoenix

Frankfurt am Main: Fischer, in prepara-

tion

Paul Claes (b. 1943, Flanders)

studied Dutch, English and

classical arts and is also a 

specialist in French literature.

He is active as a poet, essayist,

translator and novelist and his

works in all these disciplines

have been awarded or nominated for

major literature prizes. In 1988, he 

published the fascinating study, Echoes,

echoes, which demonstrates exceptional

erudition. Claes’ point of departure is

the assumption that all texts refer in one

way or another to other texts and this is

amply illustrated in his creative work. In

his poetry, in particular, he is adept at

literary imitation, and pastiches and 

literary falsifications often lend his work

a whimsical undertone.

photo Klaas Koppe
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publishing details

Oneetbaar brood (2001)

184 pp. 4,000 copies sold

Sample translation available 

from the Foundation

rights

Prometheus

P.O. Box 1662

nl6-61000 br2Amsterdam

tel. +631 206624619634

fax +631 206622654661

e-mail info@pbo.nl

website http://www.pbo.nl

Floor Haakman (b. 1973, The Netherlands)

debuted at a young age in reputable literary

magazines such as Tirade and De Revisor. In

1992, she won the Rabobank Spring Prize for

her short stories. Oneetbaar brood (2000)

marks her official debut.

Surprising debut: a thrilling, philosophical book

Ambitious, daring, written with flair.

het parool

Floor Haakman employs the intelligence of a

philosopher and the dramaturgical talent of a

writer in setting down such abstract ideas as

literature. Although an intangible, cold story,

Oneetbaar brood nevertheless radiates

warmth. 

de standaard

The book is dominated by a wonderful uni-

formity of colour.

de volkskrant

Oneetbaar brood (Inedible Bread) is Floor Haakman’s

surprising debut, praised quite rightly by the critics. The

accolades are mostly for the subtle way in which Haak-

man has managed to make a philosophical book thrilling. The main charac-

ter is the philosopher, Nadar, who, in response to his boring everyday life

becomes increasingly ensnared in his own imagination.

Nadar’s existence revolves around a boring job at the university where he

lectures in rhetoric, his marriage to Emma, who runs a successful art shop,

and his friend from his own university days, Berend. But the reader very soon

realises that he is inventing most of his life, apparently for the benefit of his

student, Osten-Sibel. She fascinates Nadar, but also makes him nervous, as

she looks strikingly like someone he has known. She is sitting with Nadar

outside a cafe one day. ‘I’m so glad I found you,’ she says, ‘I’ve been search-

ing for you for so long.’ Not only does Osten-Sibel keep cropping up in

Nadar’s thoughts; she seems also to be forcing her way into his real life. She

appears unexpectedly at a party Emma throws. Does Nadar really make love

with her in the garden, in full view of all the guests who assembled at the win-

dow in order not to miss the show?

He goes to Paris with his wife for a few days and he bumps into Osten-Sibel

there, too. Not only on the street but also in his thoughts and dreams. Once

he has come this far, actual events start to merge with memories of an earlier

visit to Paris twenty years previously, when Nadar was staying there with his

first love. What unbearable reality has Nadar been suppressing all these years?

Can he escape it through his imagination? Haakman builds the tension up as

far as it can go, to a depressing climax on the Eiffel Tower. Oneetbaar brood

is a novel that doesn’t easily relinquish its secrets and leaves the reader

astounded.

FLOOR HAAKMAN
Oneetbaar brood 

Inedible Bread

photo Marco Bakker GKf
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WALTER VAN DEN BROECK
Een lichtgevoelige jongen 

A Sensitive Boy

In Een lichtgevoelige jongen (A Sensitive Boy) Walter van

den Broeck once more returns to the Olen of his child-

hood. The setting is a blazing hot summer’s day in 1953,

when everything is on the point of change, both in the

life of the young Stijn and in the distant outside world,

where the war in Korea is threatening to blow up into a

new world war. In the morning, Stijn goes to school with

his sister, in the afternoon they and other children cross

the canal, to where people seem so different, to watch

military manoeuvres. Stijn also hopes to meet his girl-

friend there. Initially, they make friends with the infantrymen 

loafing round there, but casual contact turns into teasing and esca-

lates into a series of personal dramas. The future, which had

seemed so bright and full of promise, now becomes full of portent.

The children are brutally and humiliatingly initiated into the vio-

lent, emotionally destructive world of the adults.

Stijn has brought his camera, which is given an especially sym-

bolic meaning in the story. The images that he photographs will be

imprinted on his memory for ever, and they are by evening already

leading him to an appalling conclusion: ‘behind the visible sphere

is a hidden dimension, which, though apparent to no one, rules the

world cruelly and without mercy.’ At that same moment, within

the boy the writer is born; one who is aware of the dangers menac-

ing mankind from all sides, who sets himself amongst his great pre-

decessors: writers who have reduced the chaotic world to intelligi-

ble stories, to mirrors in which the invisible is made visible for the

reader, instruments by which the reader gains insight, tools with

which he can brace himself for impending danger.

Even though an entire vision of the world and a personal artistic

credo is worked into this very smooth, accessible story, Walter van

den Broeck brings them across subtly. His unmistakable social

commitment as a writer, he demonstrated quite consciously in all

his work, is most strongly expressed not by idealising the people of

his youth but by his heart-warming solidarity with them, his

involvement in their lives and in the shards of their dreams and

expectations.

publishing details

Een lichtgevoelige jongen (2001)

208 pp. 4,000 copies sold

rights

De Bezige Bij

P.O. Box 75184

nl6-61070 ad2Amsterdam

tel. +631 206305698610

fax +631 206305698624

e-mail info@debezigebij.nl

website http://www.debezigebij.nl

Walter van den Broeck was

born in 1941 into a working

class neighbourhood near

the metalworks in Olen in

Flemish Kempen. In his

theatre plays and novels,

often inspired by his own

family life as a child, he

shows great concern for

the social circumstances of

the workers, and highlights

their living conditions. In

his renowned novel, Brief

aan Boudewijn (Letter to

Boudewijn, 1980), Walter

van den Broeck orchestrates a visit by King Boudewijn

to the working class district and the house in which he

grew up, in order to show him those aspects of the lives

of his subjects generally kept from him. In the magnifi-

cent Het beleg van Laken (The Seige of Laken, 1999) the

author pays a return visit to the royal palace. It is a

detailed and emotionally charged account, which ends

up strongly affirming the individual, regardless of his

social status.

A very smooth, elegant description of his childhood

The novel is also impressive as a period piece.

trouw

Van den Broeck has written ‘The End’ at the bottom of

his story, as if we are seeing the conclusion of a film.

One full of lies and which, in an impressive epilogue,

shows why those lies were necessary. (–) How a plain

and simple regional novel can conceal a sensitive hidden

meaning. Congratulations.

de volkskrant

Amusing and written with elegance, hard and painful in

the humiliating scenes, and ending with a moving and

uplifting finale.

de morgen

other titles in translation

Lettre à Baudouin (Brief aan Boudewijn) 

Brussels: Labor, 1984

Sprdacni pozdravi iz Balena (Groenten uit

Balen) Novi Sad: Prometej, 1996

Amanda (Amanda en de widowmaker)

Belgrade: nova, 1994

photo Klaas Koppe
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Over the last few years, the poet, Robert Anker, has

turned into a true novelist with his short stories and

novellas. Right from the start he was ambitious. His

debut, a novel running to almost 600 pages,

described the turbulent life of Paul Masereeuw, a

bent lawyer6–6and in the process painted an exuber-

ant portrait of the baby-boom generation.

On the face of it, Anker’s second novel, Een soort

Engeland (A Kind of England), demonstrates a number of parallels with his debut. Again,

a lively portrait is painted of modern times, although he has6–6despite the consistently fan-

ciful, outré style6–6kept it far more compact: this book is only half as thick. And again, the

title of the novel, as with Vrouwenzand, which is named after the village in Zeeland where

Paul Masereeuw had such a happy childhood, refers to a mythical place, paradise.

Een soort Engeland is, in a certain sense, the answer to the question in the title of a play,

Is dit Engeland? (Is This England?), a chaotic, post-modern piece in which ‘a single man’

roams aimlessly, walking about the stage with a steering wheel in his hands, but no car. He

sees himself caught up in a quest for a kind of England, ‘yearning for the love that he

rejects’.

The main character in the play also plays the main part in the novel: he is David Oost-

erbaan, a fifty-three-year-old actor and, like Paul Masereeuw in Vrouwenzand, larger than

life. David is successful, perhaps too successful: somewhere along the line he has lost track

of his own personality among the hundreds of roles he has played, and ended up a hollow

shell. Anker shows us David’s spectacular rise from surly tobacconist to stage star against

the backdrop of the changing theatre world.

The novel begins in the void of the present day, but David is quickly forced to take stock

of his past when he receives the message that his daughter, Laura, is seriously ill in hospi-

tal from a heroine overdose. David had banished his ‘little daughter’ from his memory and

hadn’t seen her since her birth, thirty years before. Not without pathos6–6as befits an

actor6–6he determines to rescue Laura from the clutches of the dealers and lead her back to

‘real life’. ‘If I rescue her, I rescue myself,’ he decides.

Meanwhile, there is another matter to attend to. To David’s dismay, Amsterdam city

council is threatening to demolish his houseboat, as he is moored illegally. The mysteri-

ous Brian Reemnet, turns out to be David’s ministering angel and able to achieve the

miraculous. It is Brian who ultimately ‘rescues’ David Oosterbaan, towing him away,

houseboat and all, with a towboat, perhaps to ‘a kind of England’. ‘Well,’ muses David in

the last sentence of the book, ‘I’ve lost my tongue, lost my country, lost everything. But

I’ve gained everything too,’ providing this whimsical novel, in which Robert Anker inter-

twines historical and fantastical elements, with a fairytale ending.

publishing details

Een soort Engeland (2001)

268 pp. 3,000 copies sold

Sample translation available 

from the Foundation

rights
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Singel 262

nl6-61016 ac2Amsterdam

tel. +631 206551612662

fax +631 206639619668

e-mail info@querido.nl

website http://www.querido.nl

Robert Anker (b. 1946, The

Netherlands) debuted as a poet

in 1977 in the literary magazine,

De Revisor. From 1988 to 1995

he was the editor of Tirade, and

he is a literary critic for the

Dutch journal Het Parool. He

was awarded the F. Bordewijk

prize for his prose debut, De

thuiskomst van kapitein Rob

(Captain Rob’s Homecoming,

1992). His collected poems, In

het vertrek (In the Room) was

nominated for the vsb poetry

prize in 1997. After Vrouwen-

zand (1998), Een soort Engeland

is his second novel.

Anker is perhaps the most 

frenetic storyteller of all our

writers. Again, it is all fantasy

and theatre, but what a coun-

terpoint, a crazy situation, an

existential urge lies at the 

foundation of this wonderful

book, even more than

Vrouwenzand, which I already

found somewhat incredible,

narratively and stylistically.

Een soort Engeland is Anker’s

magnum opus.

trouw

Anker paints 

a lively portrait 

of modern times

photo Klaas Koppe

ROBERT ANKER
Een soort Engeland
Kind of England
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STEFAN HERTMANS
Als op de eerste dag 

Like The First Day

As in his first, successful novel, Terug naar Merelbeke (Back to

Merelbeke)6–6in which a young boy imagines paradise appearing in

Merelbeke, in reality, a small ugly, grey Flemish town6–6in Als op de

eerste dag (Like the First Day) Stefan Hertmans goes in search of

the sensation of the first time: first look, first love, first experience.

Not by returning to the lost years of his youth, but by another path:

the dark, often destructive immoral realm of the imagination.

Als op de eerste dag is a novel of three trilogies, three times three short sto-

ries, in which the lives of one protagonist after another are touched upon.

The first trilogy is set in the 1950s and represents childhood. Three young

boys are consumed with desire for the sublime. One of them, in his confu-

sion, tries to strangle his dream love on stage, the girl who plays Mary in the

nativity play. In the title story, another boy pushes a girl off the balcony, sim-

ply because he has just had sex for the first time and is eager to preserve that

moment.

The second trilogy, set between the late 1960s and the early 1970s, focuses

on a group of school children who make their teachers’ lives hell. One teacher

falls down the stairs; another is dragged into the flywheel of a car engine with

his electric-blue leather tie. And the last trilogy6–6a symbol for the perversity

of adulthood6–6finishes with the story of a psychopath, losing himself in a

pornographic fantasy. 

Set out like this, one after another, the stories make it clear just how sinis-

ter the imaginary world of Stefan Hertmans ultimately proves to be. All his

stories6–6which, with their varying characters, perspectives and styles, are nev-

ertheless mysteriously linked to each other6–6make a beeline for doom. Just

the same, the stories all start with a burning desire for the intensity of love,

for experiencing the first time anew. That is the apparently innocent aim of

Hertmans’ characters. To achieve that aim, however, they overstep the psy-

chopathological boundary, lose their way in the dark and slip into the abyss. 

Als op de eerste dag (Like The First Day) has an, oppressive, hallucinatory

power. Stefan Hertmans dares his readers to follow him into the darkness,

rewarding them with an experience that is both hair-raising and chastening.

publishing details

Als op de eerste dag (2001)

192 pp. 2,300 copies sold

rights
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Stefan Hertmans (b. 1951, Flanders) is a 

novelist, essayist, travel writer and poet. In

recent years, he has won the Libris Literature

Prize, the eci Prize for Contemporary Writ-

ers and the vsb Poetry Prize. His collection of

essays, Steden (Intercities) was recently nomi-

nated for the Generale Bank Literature Prize.

Hertmans appears to be pessimistic about

the human capacity for pure receptivity late

in life. An outstanding novel with a gloomy

message

de telegraaf

Als op de eerste dag is about extreme people

and feelings. A book, in the author’s own

view, that beats the living daylights out of the

reader.

hp6/6de tijd

His stories are charged with physical innu-

endo and sexual tension.

elsevier

In search of the first-time sensation: 

first look, first love, first experience

other titles in translation

Essays. Wien: Institut für Germanistik6/6Neder-

landistik, 1997

Intercities (Steden). London: Reaktion Books,

2001

Amselbach (Naar Merelbeke). Leipzig: Gustav

Kiepenheuer, 1997

Several anthologies.

photo Klaas Koppe
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HENK ROMIJN MEIJER
Oprechter trouw 

True Fidelity

Although long divorced, the translator, Barend Fijnvan-

draat, and Hetty Oudewortel live together in a creaky

Amsterdam house in Sarphatistraat. Barend and Hetty can

live neither with nor without each other. It is an awkward

situation, perfect for Henk Romijn Meijer, who has always

shown himself a gifted observer of human failings.

From the very first page of his new, meaty novel,

Oprechter trouw (True Fidelity) Romijn Meijer strikes

home mercilessly. One evening, Hetty comes home from

her philosophical art society and bursts into Barend’s

room without knocking. She recoils in shock. There is her ex, sitting with his legs

apart in an armchair under the reading lamp, playing with himself. With that

image, the author pushes us with sarcastic pleasure into our own armchair, forcing

us to take sides.

Barend is a grouchy but charming intellectual who, as he says himself, ‘wastes his

days recreating other people’s work’. He picks his words carefully, scattering mar-

vellous quotes left, right and centre. Busy translating Lady Chatterley’s Lover by

D.H. Lawrence, Barend, like Lawrence, is filled with erotic yearning. He muses con-

tinually over girls and never stops thinking about his thing, and how he longs ‘to

whip that thing in and out of them’.

Hetty, on the other hand, protests furiously that her needs are modest. ‘She had

never wanted to be anything other than a happily married woman, but no one had

ever told her how to become one.’ Nevertheless, she, too, is overwhelmed with long-

ings, not so much to be sexually satisfied, as to be heard and seen, and understood.

Romijn Meijer dismembers the impossible relationship between Barend and

Hetty with a razor-sharp scalpel, in old-fashioned satirical style. What’s more, after

a hundred pages, he suddenly reveals that the couple are as old as the hills, Barend

being no less than eighty-four. ‘The story of these two people is, I hope, exemplary,’

the narrator says, ‘it shows that growing older isn’t only gloom and misery.’

Dutch readers were able to recognise in Barend Fijnvandraat the old poet, trans-

lator and womaniser, Adriaan Morriën. Even without this knowledge, though,

Oprechter trouw is highly enjoyable. As fictional characters, Barend and Hetty

remain majestically intact in this ‘potpourri of dilapidated impressions’. Not

because of the underlying reality, but because Romijn Meijer has portrayed his two

main characters viciously and yet with cheerful compassion.

publishing details

Oprechter trouw (2001)

442 pp. 2300 copies sold

Sample translation available 

from the Foundation

rights

J.M. Meulenhoff
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nl6-61000 ac2Amsterdam
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e-mail info@meulenhoff.nl
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Henk Romijn Meijer 

(b. 1929, The Nether-

lands) is known as a great

stylist and satirist. He has

published novels, stories,

essays and reviews and

has worked for various

magazines and news-

papers. His best-known

novel, Mijn naam is Gar-

rigue (My Name is Garrigue, 1983) has

been reprinted several times, as has 

the novella, Leuk dat je nog even langs

bent geweest (Glad You Could Drop

By, 1993).

The richly chequered portrait of the

two main characters and their 

curious relationship is the great

strength of this book. (–) The enjoy-

ment lies in the ridiculous, amazing

and touching details with which the

story of this tragicomic marriage is

told. 

nrc handelsblad

A master of suggestion.

trouw

The detailed story of a tragicomic marriage

photo Klaas Koppe



STEFAN VERWEY

Stefan Verwey (b. 1946), 

contributor to the national

Dutch newspaper de 

Volkskrant, is a cartoonist

who uses his good eye and

sharp nib in this collection to

portray the literary life in

society. In various cartoons

about publishers, readers and

journalists he shows the

comic elements in being a

writer, publisher, bookseller

or librarian.
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